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Our aim was to identify the functional properties which can characterize a generic mangrove 

ecosystem, regardless of its ecologic setting or geographic location in the 123 countries where 

mangroves occur. We introduce and apply a two-mode network analytic approach. The network 

approach helps in visualizing both plants and their functional properties simultaneously, as 

linkages in a graph theoretic layout. Moreover, this approach could potentially be applied to any 

other ecosystem in the world. 

 

We created a matrix of functional elements (n=34) vs. mangrove species (n=28) based on meta-

analysis of published literature, where a functional element (FE), is defined as any characteristic 

property of a species that enables it to survive and function in an ecosystem, e.g. having salt glands 

in mangroves. This matrix was analysed using degree, closeness and betweenness centrality scores 

based on a novel two-mode network analysis approach.  

 

The functional elements ‘buoyant seedlings’, ‘vivipary/cryptovivipary’ and ‘aerial root systems’ have 

the highest scores for all three normalized centrality indices (degree, closeness and betweenness). 

Therefore, a mangrove ecosystem can be characterized based on the presence of at least these 

three functional elements. Moreover, the two-mode functional matrix X of all the 34 FEs and 28 

species which we created is visualized in a network diagram.  

 

In conclusion, we have successfully identified the key functional elements which can be used to 

characterize a mangrove ecosystem globally (from the vegetation perspective). These functional 

elements, namely, having aerial root systems, viviparous propagules and buoyant seedlings are 

more related to the survival of the plants than to the services they provide to other biota, thereby 

pointing to the harshness of the mangrove ecologic setting. We have also developed the baseline 

for using two-mode networks in ecosystem functioning. This framework could be applied to any 

ecosystem to investigate functionality from a multi-relational perspective.  
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